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Agenda 

1.Resource taxation, history  

2.Resource tax versus royalties, tax theory 

3.Tax from background to battleground 

4.Media influence 

 



1.What is resource tax 

1. (Federal) Profit-based tax vs (State) royalty payments 

2. Profit based tax in policy discussion since late 1970s  

3.  RRT in 83 election pledge, PRRT starts in 1988. 

4.  Resource tax debate starts again with Henry Tax Review  

5.  RSPT is govt response to Henry Tax Review 

6.  RSPT to replace PRRT and extend to minerals 

7.  RSPT has parallels to CPRS 

   

   



1.Rent tax versus royalties 

Facts about rent taxes and royalties 

1. Rent tax for minerals is an alternative to royalty system. 

2. Royalties are state/territory administered 

3. Royalties - fixed percentage of per unit of output or value 

Argument for royalties 

4. State governments like royalties as provide steady income 

5. Royalties reflect licence payment to extract commodity 

Argument against royalties 

1. Don’t capture sharp prices increases in commodity value 

2. Royalty rates vary from state to state, leading to complexity  

3. Resource royalties not shared equally through all Australia 



1.Resource taxation and 
history 

1. Australia has has five mineral resource booms 

2. Booms part of Australia’s economy since 1780s. 

3. Each boom has some debate over resource taxes 

4. Gold rush – Eureka Stockade    

5.  Late 1890s 2nd boom - Federation. 

6.  1960s boom, 3rd Foreign Investment concerns 

7. Late 70s Oil embargo, 4th boom, RRT debate starts 

8. China prompts 5th boom, RSPT/MRRT&PRRT extension. 

9. Conclusion resource tax debate to resurface again 



1.RSPT vs CPRS 

• Both polices launched by Rudd 

• Both wide ranging 

• Both supported by extensive research 

• Carbon price 2007 election promise 

• RSPT had origins in 2020 summit 

• Large transitional arrangements  

 



1.RSPT 

• RSPT 1 of 5 recommendations adopted by govt 

• CPRS decision clouds Rudd’s popularity 

• RSPT also pits Canberra against states 

• States see it as a Canberra tax grab   



2.Theory-behind the 

resource rent tax 
Economic rent = Profit 
above the level covering 
costs and providing 
adequate return for 
economic activity.  

Economic rent theory 
traced back to English 
economist David 
Ricardo in early 19th 
century.  

Not a new concept. 
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2.Theory - behind the resource rent tax 

1.  Economic rent theory model for RRT theory. 

2. RRT theory author (Garnaut 1981) says RRT to be mainly 

applicable for coal, petroleum and uranium. RRT is neutral on 

future investment contingent on tax rate setting. 

3. RRT theory is underpins PRRT and MRRT. 

4. RSPT based on Brown tax, which is like a cash flow tax  

5. Brown tax/RSPT= govt shares in losses in start-up phase 

6. Brown not widely used/aimed at start-up firms not resources 

7.   Differences between RSPT and PRRT/MRRT concepts. 



3.Resource tax background to battleground 

1. Liberals first ruling party to discuss profit-based resource tax 

2.  MCAhas supported RRT concept since early 1990s 

3. MCA wants royalty review in 05, backs PB tax in AFTS 

4.  MCA+Coalition+ state govts, incl Labor  against RSPT. 

5.  MCA/large miners starts campaign against RSPT 

6.  RSPT is sovereign risk, job losses, investment drain-Miners  

7.  MCA launches A$22mn advertising campaign against tax 

8.  Opinion polls show for & against tax at launch about even 

9.  Polls taken after 6 weeks show more are against tax. 

10. Rudd replaced by Gillard, RSPT replaced by MRRT. 



 
 
 

Resource taxes in Australia  

 

Feature 
RSPT PRRT PRRT 

(extension) 

MRRT 

Announced May 2010 June 1984 July 2010 July 2010 

Uplift (interest) rate 

for loss carry-

forward  

LTBR because govt 

guaranteed later 

cash rebate if 

necessary  

LTBR + 15 (or 5) 

percentage points 

because of risk that 

losses will never be 

utilised  

LTBR + 15 (or 5) 

percentage points 

because of risk that 

losses will never be 

utilised  

LTBR + 7 

percentage points 

because of risk that 

losses would never 

be utilised  

Tax rate 40% 40% 40% 22 ½% 

Scope All minerals 

(existing PRRT 

projects could opt 

for RSPT. 

Petroleum Petroleum Iron ore, coal 

Operations New and existing 

onshore and 

offshore  

New offshore  New and existing 

onshore plus some 

existing offshore 

New and existing 

onshore 

Basis of allowance 

for existing projects 

Book value n/a Market value or 

book value 

Market value or 

book value 

State government 

royalties  

Credited against 

RSPT with excess 

immediately 

refunded  

n/a Credited against 

PRRT with excess 

carried forward and 

uplifted 

Credited against 

MRRT with excess 

carried forward and 

uplifted 



RSPT becomes MRRT 
• Gillard agrees new tax with BHP, Rio, Xstrata 

•  MCA members fall into line 

• Smaller miners Fortescue, Hancock oppose 

• New tax narrows field to coal and iron ore 

• Coalition maintains opposition to new tax 

• PRRT proposed to extend onshore  

• Appea support PRRT reform 

 



4.Media influence 
Research looks at media role in the RSPT debate, 
including agenda setting and the use of advocacy 
advertising. The miner’s set the narrative, as 
government failed to provide clear message. 
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MCA uses advocacy advertising as 

main vehicle for anti-tax campaign 

and this sets agenda. 

Advocacy advertising is part of media 

distribution strategy (information 

subsidies). Also includes briefings, 

editorials, commissioned reports and 

press releases to influence media 

content. 



4.Advocacy 

Advertising 
Advocacy advertising - method used to 
set the agenda on a subject, trying to 
persuade audience to its position.  

• (Bell & Hindmoor 2013) argue that the 
MCA was more convincing about RSPT 
causing economic damage, than Rudd’s 
line that the proceeds from the mining 
boom should be better shared.  

• Public were sympathetic to RSPT when 
unveiled, but support fell by time Rudd 
was removed. 
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4.Academics on media role in resource  

• Gilding et al. 2012, Boulus & Dowding 2014, McKnight & 
Hobbs 2013 all focused on the outcome of the MRRT and the 
role of media. 

• McKnight highlights the MCA use of advocacy advertising as 
a tactic that is increasingly used by industry groups.  

• Boulus- content analysis that showed anti-tax articles were 
highest in mining states Queensland and Western Australia. 

• Gilding- content analysis focused on the personalities in the 
tax debate to show how they were perceived in the media. 

• Gilding concluded that MCA has repeatedly warned of job 
losses and investment over other legislation against it from 
environment, Aboriginal land rights issue, the gold tax and 
depreciation charges in the Ralph Review. 
 



4.Gaps in literature 

• No academic comparative analysis into the different 
policy outcomes for the PRRT and MRRT. 

 

• The literature on media role is entirely focused on 
the outcome of the RSPT or MRRT with little or no 
focus on the extension of the PRRT. 

 

• Eccleston and Marsh conclude that the Australian 
political system has a lack of capacity for long-term 
reform. This conclusion is not applicable to the 
extension of the PRRT.  

 
 



4.Agenda Building 

Agenda Building 

Miners pay too little tax Miners vital to Aust econ, leave alone 

Information subsidies 

Consultation-miners, states, voters Ads, briefings, reports, releases 

Framing 

Henry Tax Review- RSPT MCA/Miners Axe The Tax 

Government Mining Sector 



Questions and Discussion 

• Talking points 



Thank You 

 

• Contact details  

 

• Kevin.C.Morrison@student.uts.edu.au 

•   


